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 A message from County Durham Community Foundation, Lumiere 2021 Match Funding Partner:

The team at County Durham Community Foundation hopes you enjoy the magic of Lumiere; 

and your unique part in the festival.
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INTRODUCTION

From Patrick Arkle, regional managing director of Miller Homes 

At Miller Homes we are proud to be part of the Durham community and by 

supporting Lumiere, as lead sponsor of the Schools Resource Pack, we can 

ensure that the impact of this fantastic event reaches as many young people 

across the region as possible. 

Lumiere is a true highlight of the North East events calendar which is full of 

magic, creativity and outstanding talent. The Schools Resource Pack will allow 

that joy and wonder to live on for school pupils long after the lights go out. At 

Miller Homes we know how impactful the power of creativity can be and by 

supporting this incredible event, we hope that more children than ever will get 

the chance to discover what they are capable of; raising aspirations, building 

confidence and delivering new skills to children across County Durham. 

This resource pack is full of ideas and inspiration – enjoy it and we can’t wait to 

see how you interpret the activities in your own way.
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE

This resource will support and inspire you to build an exciting art project around Lumiere. 

The activity parts of this pack are written in child-friendly language to aid session planning. It is primarily 
designed for KS1 and KS2 but they’re easily adaptable for lower and upper age ranges. There are 
activities focussed on  four artworks, followed by a glossary.

Although the main focus of this resource is art, and in particular light art, you don’t need to be an art 
expert, or a brilliant artist. You just need to give yourself a bit of time to look through this pack, try out 
some of the activities and adapt what you find to suit your pupils.

Don’t worry if you can’t attend Lumiere with your pupils. This resource is designed to be standalone, with 
links to images and films from previous festival programmes. In fact, you can use this resource at any time, 
not just when the festival is happening.

We’d love to see your work. 

Please take photographs during your lessons and of your artwork and share them with us  
participation@artichoke.uk.com or post them on social media using the hashtag 
#LumiereDurham.

We look forward to seeing what you create!
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WHAT IS LUMIERE? 

Lumiere is the UK’s leading light festival, and has 
taken place in Durham every two years since 
2009. Completely free to attend, the festival works 
with world-class local, national and international 
artists to produce dazzling light art installations, 
using different buildings and spaces around the 
city. Lumiere invites audiences to look at their 
surrounds in a different light.

This year, the festival will run between 18th and 
21st November 2021.

Lumiere is organised by an organisation called 
Artichoke and commissioned by Durham County 
Council. For each festival the people at Artichoke 
work with over 30 different artists from all over the 
world. The artists are asked to light up an outside 
space in Durham, to encourage the audience to 
think, explore and see the city in a new way.

Artichoke creates extraordinary art in unusual 
spaces. We don’t work in galleries and theatres 
but use outdoor spaces. We work with amazing 
artists to create magical and inspiring experiences 
which make people say, ‘how did they do that?!’.

What is a Light Festival? 

A light festival is an event that happens at night. Artists and 
festival organisers light up buildings, parks and unusual 
spaces. They encourage the audience to explore, discover 
and see a town, city, park or public space in a new way. 

Lumiere transforms Durham city centre for four days every 
two years and over 200,000 people come to see the festival. 

Light festivals usually take place in the winter when it gets 
dark earlier, so the audience has more time to explore the 
installations.

What is a Light Installation?

A light installation is a piece of art that uses light to show the 
audience something special or different. A painter uses paint, 
a sculptor uses clay and a light artist uses light.

Did you know light artists can use light in many different 
ways, including using a projector, just like the ones you have 
in school, but bigger! These are attached to a computer, 
which transfers digital images onto buildings and walls. 

Sometimes projections are very clever and make the 
audience think that the building is changing shape and 
colour. This is done through a clever method of computer 
programming called digital projection mapping. It maps the 
building, which means the artist can change how the building 
is seen.

Did you know?

 Lumiere is the word ‘light’ in French. 

 You can find an archive of all of the installations  
on the Lumiere website here:  
lumiere-festival.com/archive-home/

Cloud, Caitlind r.c. Brown & Wayne Garrett, Lumiere Durham 2015. 
Produced by Artichoke. Photo by Matthew Andrews
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GLOSSARY

NEON
inert                 noble                 narrative                 

contradiction                 ambiguous                 

invoke                 context                  

illuminate                 signs                  

reveal                 location                  

viewer                 font                  

ultra-violet

CLIMATE CHANGE
collaborative                 consequences                 

activate                 contour                 

shape-shifting                 projection                 

site-specific                 motion sensor tide                 

sea-level                 pattern                  

imminent

COLOUR
Intensity                 opaque                 

transparent                 temperature                 

reflection                 refraction                 

geometry                 repetition                 

monochrome                 complementary                 

primary                 secondary                 

iridescent                 shadow
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ARTWORK FOCUS 1 – NEON

Resources
Click the link below for more information about Tim Etchells’  
neon text works:
timetchells.com/ 

Examples of other artists using neon include Dan Flavin, Glenn Ligon, 
Tracy Emin and Neon Workshops.

Glossary   
Neon: A form of lighting used especially on advertising signs and consisting of glass tubes 
filled with neon gas that emit a coloured light when subjected to an electric current. 

Fluorescent: Giving off a very bright light when electricity or other waves go through it. 
Colour – very bright and can be seen in the dark.

LED: Light Emitting Diode – a device that produces a light especially on electronic equipment   

Site-specific: designed for a specific location, if removed from that location it loses all or a 
substantial part of its meaning

Instructions 
Share images of Tim Etchells’ neon works with pupils and use the following questions to 
encourage the pupils to discuss the artwork.

Questions for discussion Can you describe this image?
 Why does it interest you?
 How do you think it was made?
 What makes something a piece of art?LOOK. . . 

The artwork we will be looking at is WithAgainst 
by Tim Etchells.

You can find out more about WithAgainst here:
lumiere-festival.com/programme-item/ 
go-with-the-flow-swim-against-the-tide/ 

Etchells’ works often explore contradictory aspects 
of language; communicating narrative, image and 
ideas, whilst at the same time creating uncertainty 
and ambiguity.

Through simple phrases spelt out in neon, LED and 
other media, Etchells creates miniature narratives, moments of unease, contemplation and 
intimacy in public and gallery settings. 

As viewers, we encounter text that is confusing or ambiguous, or situations that are not fully 
revealed. Often, the missing parts of the picture are as important as the elements that are 
present. Invoking a story, or presenting an idea out-of-context, the neon work invites us in, 
but into what exactly we can’t be sure.

The science of neon   
Neon is a very rare, odourless gas found in very small traces in both the Earth’s 
atmosphere and the Earth’s crust. Known as a noble or inert gas, neon is represented in the 
periodic table by the letters Ne and can be activated by electricity for a range of purposes. 

We see neon in nature in corals, and in science in lasers and design and other high 
visibility materials. Ask pupils to research and create their own quiz about neon.
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ACTIVITY 1:  
Place and Text  

3. Can you make the phrase into a question? Or introduce 
humour?
In groups add, subtract or reorganise the words (using relevant 
joining words). Does this change the meaning, message or 
narrative? For example in the library: reading / shouting / 
dreaming is not allowed in the library. 

4. Talk about the viewer – who will see the work in the space? 
The class could vote for the best / funniest / most imaginative 
piece of text.

Materials

 Pencils & A4 paper  
 acetate  
 UV sharpie pens  
 stencils / templates
 Black card/board  
 neon paint  
 iPads or cameras

Explain that you are going to design a site-specific neon 
sign. 

1. Explore different locations around your school, eg. the 
playground, sports hall or green space. (Alternatively, a place 
that your class has visited or knows well). What does the 
space look like, what happens, or has happened, here? Pupils 
could close their eyes – what does the place feel and sound 
like? What do they like most/least about the place? Ask pupils 
to photograph the spaces, write down their responses or begin 
to tell their own story. Print out the photographs to A4/A3 for 
later use.

2. Discuss pupils’ opinions and experiences of the spaces 
(opposites or contradictions – welcoming or unfriendly, sunny 
or shaded, still or animated). Ask pupils to combine words 
to create statements, instructions or observations about the 
space.

Options for making Some pupils may require a lined 
grid for writing individual letter shapes and words. Scale will 
depend on whether you opt to actually site the work or to 
work with photographs. Keep the text work for Activity Two.

a) Using pencil, write individual letters to create the words on 
A4 paper (demonstrate writing in bold)

b) Trace the words using acetate and neon pens, going over 
the lines more than once to create bold letters

c) Paint letters or words directly onto black card with neon 
paint 

d) Use stencils or templates to make cut out letters, words or 
phrases from fluorescent paper or card 
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ACTIVITY 2:  
Neon Foam Text      

2. Neon foam – mix equal parts shaving foam and PVA glue, 
add a few drops of UV paint a little at a time

3. To make piping bags – use small bags, make a very tiny 
hole in one corner with a needle or scissors to create a nozzle, 
place in a jug or container and fill with the neon foam (or use 
empty PVA bottles with very small holes in nozzle).

4. Lay acetate over the text works from activity one and gently 
squeeze the bag to trace the letter shapes and form the words, 
a bit like icing a cake! 

5. Allow the neon foam words to dry flat for at least 24hrs. 
Once dry, embellish by creating highlights in white to the left 
of the letter shapes.  

Materials

 Neon paint
 PVA glue
 String
 Shaving foam 
 Scissors 
 Mixing tools & containers
 Acetate or other clear vinyl sheets
 Small plastic bags (re-use packaging)
 Black card or board

1. Look at examples of Tim Etchells’ work, other neon signs 
and fonts. Notice that the letterforms don’t usually join up – 
some are handwritten, or generated using a computer, some 
are UPPER CASE, some lower

Pupils can also create freestyle neon paintings on black 
card or boards for a neon gallery, or if you have access to a 
sensory room, use UV paint and illuminate with blacklight or 
UV light.

The acetate can be applied to other surfaces, windows or 
locations to create temporary ‘neon’ signs. Position the text in 
the spaces from Activity One by fastening the signs to string 
and installing on site with pupils. Or virtually, by layering 
acetates onto the photographs of the spaces, or by projection 
using interactive boards and visualisers.

What do pupils think about their neon artwork in situ? How 
does this change how we think about or act in  
the space?

Experiment, play and 
record your site-
specific neon artwork!
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ARTWORK FOCUS 2 – COLOUR

Resources
Images of Liz West’s colour light works can be seen at the link here:
liz-west.com/ 

Examples of other artists who use immersive colour and light include James Turrell, Anthony 
McCall, Leo Villareal, teamLAB.

Glossary   
Architecture: the art or practice of designing and constructing buildings or the complex or 
carefully designed structure of something

Composition: the arrangement into specific proportion or relation and especially into artistic 
form

Luminous: emitting or reflecting usually steady, or suffused or glowing light

Sensory: connected with the physical senses of touch, smell, taste, hearing and sight

Spectrum: a band of colours, as seen in a rainbow, produced by separation of the 
components of light by their different degrees of refraction according to wavelength

Instructions 
Share images of Liz West’s artwork with pupils and use the following questions to encourage 
the pupils to discuss the artwork.

Questions for discussion Can you describe this image?
 Why does it interest you?
 What colours can you see?
  What materials do you think have been used  
 to make the artwork?

The artwork we will be looking at is Drop Scene by Liz West.

You can find out more about Drop Scene here:
lumiere-festival.com/programme-item/drop-scene/  

Our understanding of colour can only be realised through the presence of light. 
West’s work encompasses site-specific installations, sculpture, and wall-based 
artwork, creating vivid environments that mix luminous colour and radiant light. 

By playing and adjusting colour, the artist brings out the intensity and 
composition of her spatial arrangements. West aims to provoke a heightened 
sensory awareness in the viewer through her works. 

She asks, ‘What does it feel like to be inside a rainbow?’
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ACTIVITY 1:  
Colour, Light and Mood   

Options
a) Place colour light gels over classroom lights, use colour 
spotlights or sensory room lights directed onto the still life 

b) Play with colour torches by covering in different gels 

c) Create coloured gel eyeglasses (see template on next 
page) to view the display

d) Make simple card windows or viewfinders with coloured 
gels

Materials

Found objects – white or clear plastic 
Coloured light gels or film Acetate
Blue-tac
iPad or camera 
Torches 
Colour tissue paper 
PVA glue 
Scissors 
Card (optional)

Make a collection of white / clear / neutral plastic, found 
objects and help pupils arrange these in a corner of the 
classroom or a dark space – suspended, wall-based, on 
shelves, floor-based or a combination – to create a still life.

1. Does the light travel through some of the plastic objects? 
What areas are opaque and which translucent? What colour 
are the shadows? Zoom in using viewfinders to explore 
abstract detail, block colours and shapes.

2. Pupils can photograph the still lives under colour lights, 
or use tissue paper and PVA glue on acetate to make simple 
geometric collages from observation. Compare the images. 
Ask pupils about how colour affects their mood. Use the still 
life for creative writing on colour and light.

3. Use a light box, projector or window to demonstrate how 
colours mix using light – create a (tissue) colour wheel with 
children’s hand templates, mounted on a window. What 
happens when you over-lap or mix these colours?
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Glasses
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ACTIVITY 2:  
Open-Ended Kaleidoscope   

Making
1. Give each pupil a cardboard tube and a piece of mylar or 
reflective paper of the same length. The width will depend on 
the dimensions of the tube, and whether you’d like to make 
a square, triangular or circular viewer. Pupils can decorate 
the outside of the cylinder with block colour and geometric 
patterns inspired by their own and the artist’s work. 

2. For a triangular viewer: score the non-shiny side, and 
fold the mylar or paper into 3 equal parts along the longest 
length to form a triangular prism, and fasten with tape. For a 
circular shape, find the circumference of the tube and cut the 
mylar to fit directly into the tube. 

3. Gently place the reflective viewer inside the tube and 
secure with tape. Pupils can look through their kaleidoscopes 
to explore the illuminated still life or view their artworks or 
colour wheels on the window.

Can pupils capture or describe what they see? Are they 
inside a rainbow? Project any photographs, still or moving 
images onto a white wall to create the pupil’s own immersive 
light show!

 

Materials

 Mylar, reflective or silver paper (not tinfoil)
 Cardboard tubes
 PVA glue
 Clear tape
 Rulers
 Scissors 
 Acetate or recycled plastic 
 iPad or camera 
 Colour paper, pens & paint (optional)
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ARTWORK FOCUS 3 – CLIMATE CHANGE

Other activities are inspired by 
Imminence, a work created by NOVAK.
lumiere-festival.com/programme-
item/imminence/ 

NOVAK is a creative team specialising in 
video design, projection and immersive 
experiences for public venues and 
outdoor spaces. Their art installations are 
often site-specific and on a grand and 
spectacular scale. 

Imminence is a 50-metre-long immersive 
installation with shape-shifting projections 
and sound, highlighting the impact of 
human-led climate change on our planet.

The artwork we will be looking at is Lines by by Finnish artists Pekka Niittyvirta 
& Timo Aho.
lumiere-festival.com/programme-item/lines/ 

The artists’ collaborative work often deals with consequences of human actions 
on society or on the environment. This work uses digital processes to highlight 
the impacts of climate change on sea levels. 

In Lines, lines of light are activated by the tide. The lines contour around 
buildings and the landscape to indicate a rise in sea level in the Outer Hebrides.

Talking about Climate Change 
Climate change is a topic that affects everyone and can 
sometimes seem overwhelming. Learning through exploring 
and making climate-conscious artwork can help children 
to understand and respond to a complex subject in a more 
hopeful way.

Many artists regard their work as climate activism. You may 
want to share other young people’s approaches to activism, 
such as Greta Thunberg’s direct campaigning and Fridays for 
Future. fridaysforfuture.org/ 
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Instructions
Share images of Niittyvirta & Aho’s and NOVAK’s artwork with pupils and use the following 
questions to encourage the pupils to discuss the artwork.

Questions for discussion  Can you describe this image?
 Why does it interest you?
 What colours can you see?
 What materials do you think have been used  
 to make the artwork?

Resources
Pekka Niittyvirta & Timo Aho niittyvirta.com/lines-57-59-n-7-16w/
NOVAK novak.uk/work/imminence/
NASA ClimateKids climatekids.nasa.gov/ 
Teacher’s TV – How we see light
stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/30652/light-how-we-see-things 

Examples, other artists who address climate change using light include Dan Roosegaarde, 
Eve Mosher, Olafur Eliasson, Tomas Saraceno.

GLOSSARY 
Installation: a work of art consisting of multiple components, exhibited in a large space in 
an arrangement specified by the artist.

Climate Change: the long-term alteration of temperature and typical weather patterns on 
the planet as a whole or in a particular place. The cause of current climate change is largely 
human activity, like burning fossil fuels.

Activism: the use of direct and noticeable action or campaigning to achieve political or 
social change.

Immersive: seeming to surround the audience or individual so that they feel completely 
involved in something or providing deep absorption or immersion in something such as an 
activity or a real or artificial environment.
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ACTIVITY 1:  
Levels & Light   

 

Materials

Absorbent paper (origami, light cartridge, sugar or blotting 
paper)  

Coloured inks (diluted Quink is good for this exercise)  
or food colouring

Pencils, scissors and rulers 
Battery operated LED lights 
Lollipop sticks (optional) 

1. For a folded house use origami paper or light cartridge 
paper, 15cm x 15cm or various sizes to suit your project.  
Please see template on next page for folding lines.  
Other guides to folding origami houses can be found online.

Options for making
a) Make origami model and then dip
b) Dip strips of paper, allow to dry then fold
c) Fold strips of paper into house shape, then dip
d) Make models and use UV Sharpies or paint to draw lines

2. Stand the models in a shallow tray of coloured ink for a  
short time. Depending on the absorbency of the paper, the 
colour will gradually move up from the base of the model, to 
indicate a rise in water-level. Allow the ink to dry.  

3. Create a group artwork or installation: place battery-
operated nightlights behind each model, shine a spotlight  
onto the buildings in a dark space / box, use a light-box or,  
if you’ve used UV materials, apply UV light.
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How might we live with 
rising water levels in future? 
Research houses on stilts and 
floating houses and gardens. 
Use lollipop sticks to create 
stilts for pupils’ paper houses. 



ACTIVITY 2:  
The Earth Carpet    

4. Using UV paint or collaging with fluorescent / 
brightly coloured papers, ask each pupil to complete a 
strip of pattern in colour. 

5. Work collaboratively to experiment with composition 
– individual strips can be joined thematically or 
randomly according to the preferred layout, ie. group 
animals together, interspersed with plant forms.

6. Each section is joined to create a long carpet runner. 
At this point children could also draw across sections or 
use print pattern wheels to connect images and create 
flow or narrative. The ‘carpet’ can be coated with a light 
layer of PVA, so that it is more durable for display (as a 
wall hanging, as a classroom border or a banner). 

Explain that you are going to work collaboratively to  
produce a length of pattern on paper. 

Materials

Rolls lining wallpaper
Pencils or chalk 
PVA glue
Brushes or spatulas
UV paint, pens or fluorescent coloured paper
Scissors
Tape
Torches, spotlights or UV light

1. Pupils can work individually to make pencil drawings on a 
chosen theme linked to climate change, eg. trees and plants, 
birds, animals, the oceans, power sources, plastic. If you have 
access to animal models, farmyards, gardens or woods there’s 
an opportunity for children to draw from first-hand observation, 
or if not from found or projected images. 

2. Ask pupils to choose simple motifs (outlines of animals, 
leaves, trees, fish etc.) from their drawings. Make templates to 
duplicate the motifs by tracing or photocopying and cutting out 
–  there’s an opportunity to change the scale here. 

3. Give each pupil a section of paper from the roll. By drawing 
around their templates or using tracing, pupils can layer motifs 
or create repeat pattern across the paper.

Try photographing the Earth Carpet and projecting the images 
at different scales to create an immersive artwork. Pupils could 
also make storyboards and iMovies to create stories as they 
develop their artwork. 
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Lumiere is very busy over the nights the festival is open and 
we understand that it can be hard to bring large groups, so 
we maintain an online archive that will provide further details 
about all of the artwork we have exhibited as part of Lumiere 
Durham since 2009:
lumiere-festival.com/archive-home/

  Share Images
 
Remember, we’d love to see your work.  
Please take photographs during your workshops  
and of your artwork and share them with us  
participation@artichoke.uk.com or post them on  
social media using the hashtag #LumiereDurham.

Thank You

We hope you have found this resource useful.  

It has been designed as a flexible set of starting points, which 
you can build into your teaching. We hope the resource has 
given you a chance to share some new ideas and activities 
with your pupils and introduce them to some of the artworks 
which we have exhibited as part of Lumiere.

Lumiere will be taking place in Durham from 18th to 21st 
November 2021, and now you‘ve got a taste for exciting, 
experimental and immersive art, we hope that you will visit the 
festival to see more.
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The Lumiere 2021 Learning & Participation programme is supported by:

 

With thanks to  

Durham County Councillors Neighbourhood Budgets  

GlaxoSmithKline

RW Mann Trust


